
Macro
Environment

Slowing but still positive growth: Despite fears of a
macro slowdown in Europe, increasing currency headwinds,
slowing U.S. GDP growth and lackluster job growth, 2nd
quarter technology-related financial performances generally
turned out slightly better than expected. However, the mood
darkened considerably following a warning from Cisco’s CEO
about unusually conservative customer buying behavior.
Despite better than expected strength in Europe and overall
record revenue, Cisco echoed the Fed’s recent description of
the economic outlook as “unusually uncertain” and called the
sharp drop off in orders in late June and early July “a mixed
signal pattern that we haven’t seen before.” Conversely,
several large tech OEMs, including Dell and HP, sited ongoing
strong demand from corporate IT buyers as having picked up
the slack from waning consumer demand for PCs. Nonethe-
less, the momentum in overall tech spending appears to 
be ebbing in lockstep with overall GDP growth and consumer
confidence.

IT Spending in U.S. – Held up well through 1st half

Technology Industry Headlines
Former HP Chairman and CEO Mark Hurd was named 
Co-President at Oracle. HP has subsequently filed suit to
block Hurd from joining Oracle citing concerns around 
trade-secrets.

3PAR shareholders were the beneficiaries of an epic tug-of-
war for control of the company between Dell and HP. The
final winning bid of $2.07 billion by HP was 80% more than
Dell’s initial offer of $1.15 billion and 245% higher than 3Par’s
$600 million market cap prior to the bidding. 

IBM issued a $1.5 billion 3 year bond with a coupon of 
1% and priced 30bp above similar maturity treasuries — the
lowest on record for investment grade company debt. 

Intel is acquiring security software firm McAfee for $7.68
billion in cash. The acquisition is intended to diversify Intel’s
exposure to its traditional hardware markets.

Gartner has lowered its 2010 forecast for worldwide
enterprise IT spending growth from 4.1% to 2.9%.

The Obama Administration has frozen $3 billion in
technology spending and is re-examining billions of dollars in
other federal technology-related projects as part of a broader
effort to change how the Federal Government purchases IT
products and services.

According to a recent NPD survey, three-quarters of U.S.
small businesses plan to spend the same or more on
computers in 2010 as they did in 2009. 

Apple announced that college-bound students who buy a
Mac would receive a free iPod Touch. 

General Electric and Intel plan to form a 50/50 joint venture
that formalizes their existing collaboration on health care
technology.
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Software/IT Services

Software driven by thematic trends: The software market
continues to grow at a steady pace between the early-cycle
hardware and late-cycle IT services sectors. Long-term
fundamental themes in the software arena continue to center
around the buildout and leveraging of cloud computing
infrastructure, regulatory compliance, security, remote
collaboration and connected mobility. Growing shareholder
pressure, both from within and outside the software sector, to
re-invest increasingly large cash balances in high return
businesses coupled with the trend toward convergence should
keep software sector-related M&A very active for the
foreseeable future.

Services recovery slow and uneven: While the markets for
hardware and software have improved markedly over the
past 12-15 months, the recovery in IT-related services —
particularly the initiation of large, complex, long-term
engagements has been slow and uneven. Following a robust
finish to 2009 and a strong start to 2010, momentum in the
services arena slowed significantly in 2Q10. According to
services consulting firm TPI, the total value globally of services
contract signings greater than $25 million was down 14% q/q
and 13% y/y with weakness particularly pronounced in
Europe during 2Q10. Despite strong growth in 1Q, the value of
global contract signings is roughly flat YTD although still up
solidly in the U.S. IBM also sited lackluster services growth as
a key reason for falling short of 2Q expectations and for a 
less than awe-inspiring near-term outlook. 

However, given that IT services is a late cycle business,
particularly the high-end consulting variety, it is not entirely
surprising that a steady and sustainable growth trend in this
segment has yet to emerge. Projects related to forthcoming
regulatory changes in financial services as well as the
migration toward cloud computing should begin to emerge as
stabilizing factors for the IT services sector.

Strategic Updates

• Symantec extended its deal to ship its security software 
on Hewlett-Packard PCs. HP’s consumer desktops, laptops
and netbooks will feature a complimentary 60-day
subscription to Norton Internet Security.

• IBM opened its largest North American software
development lab in Littleton, Mass., where developing
software for mobile applications will be a focus. 

• Microsoft sued Salesforce.com, claiming that Salesforce’s
CRM application infringes nine Microsoft patents.
Salesforce has filed its own suit charging that Microsoft
products such as SharePoint and the .Net platform violate
Saleforce patents.

• Microsoft halted development of its Kin social networking-
oriented mobile devices less than three months after
launch and will now focus on Windows Phone 7, which is
due to arrive on devices this fall. 

• Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing platform now counts
eBay, Dell and HP as customers.

• Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer said that the company’s “job
one urgency” is to unveil a host of tablet computers
running Windows 7.

• Unisys announced new planning and migration services to
help clients assess, prepare and deploy Windows 7 in
desktop environments.

• Computer Sciences signed a five-year contract worth up
to $580 million with Swiss bank UBS.

• Hewlett-Packard will use the webOS software platform
acquired with its Palm acquisition in its forthcoming
smartphone initiatives. 

• Oracle is shutting down the OpenSolaris project, the open-
source version of the Solaris operating system acquired
with Sun Microsystems. 

Mergers & Acquisitions

• SonicWALL was acquired by an investor group led by
Thoma Bravo, LLC in a transaction valued at
approximately $717 million cash. Thoma Bravo also
acquired LANDesk Software (division of Emerson).

• Xerox, via subsidiary Affiliated Computer Services, acquired
ExcellerateHRO (EHRO) from Hewlett Packard for
approximately $125 million cash.

• Allscripts and Eclipsys are merging in an all-stock
transaction valued at approximately $1.3 billion. 

• Cognizant acquired Galileo Performance, a Paris-based
provider of testing consulting services. Terms of the
transaction were not disclosed.

• TIBCO Software acquired Proginet Corporation for
approximately $20 million cash. 

• Savvis acquired Canadian-based Fusepoint for $124.5
million cash.

• Google acquired flight information specialist ITA Software
for $700 million cash. 

• IBM acquired several privately held software companies
including BigFix, Datacap and Unica.

• Quest Software acquired German-based Völcker
Informatik AG. Quest also bought Surgient.

• GENCO Distribution acquired ATC Technology for $512.6
million cash.

• Adobe acquired Swiss-based Day Software Holding AG for
approx. $240 million. 

• CA Technologies acquired privately held cloud consulting
firm 4Base.

• VMWare acquired Integrien and TriCipher. No terms were
disclosed,
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Semi/Capital Equipment

Inventory management will be key to sustainable profit
growth. The profit momentum drivers of rebounding demand,
depleted inventories and constrained foundry capacity that
were prevalent for most of 2009 and the first half of 2010 are
now approaching more normalized conditions. Lead times for
most components outside of wireless infrastructure and
capacitors are moving lower and may in fact be in the midst
of a corrective phase as evidenced by Intel, fresh off of a
record quarter, having recently cut its third-quarter revenue
and gross-margin targets due to weaker-than-expected
consumer demand for personal computers. With back-to-
school demand coming in lower than expected, several PC
OEMs are cutting prices and reducing orders to component
suppliers in order to keep inventories in check.

Samsung also recently warned that there could be a DRAM
glut in Q4 or Q1 of 2011 if PC demand continues to slow.
Reflecting concerns of a slowdown, spot and contract prices
for both DRAM and NAND Flash have weakened considerably
since mid-summer. Meanwhile, equipment suppliers have
yet to see any meaningful negative changes to their order
outook. Despite its warning on DRAM, Samsung announced
it’s intention to increase total capex by 15% in 2011.  

Historically, the semiconductor industry has had difficulties
pulling back on production or manufacturing expansion until
overall demand and likewise profit growth slows significantly.
If consumer spending for the upcoming holiday season 
proves disappointing, we will find out quickly exactly how
commited the industry is to current capex plans.

Semi sales at record levels but growth is moderating

Strategic Updates

• Qualcomm will start shipping its fastest Snapdragon dual-
core chip for smartphones and tablets in Q4, with devices
possibly launching by end of the year.

• UMC’s sales for the first seven months of the year are up
59% compared to the same period a year ago.

• Intel reached a settlement with the FTC, resolving a major
antitrust case. The deal resolves charges that Intel illegally
stifled competition. 

• AMD is close to launching its Fusion processor, which
combines a central processing unit and a graphics
processing unit in a single silicon die.

• National Semiconductor announced a 25% increase to its
quarterly dividend.

• Applied Materials increased its expectations for revenue
from its silicon-systems group from 120% to 140% for the
current fiscal year ending in October. Applied Materials is
also now tracking 14 new factories or expansions of
existing factories, up from a prior estimate of 11 projects.

• Intel will be coming out next year with a tablet-specific
processor called "Oak Trail" that will help manufacturers
make tablets that run Windows 7.

• Atmel announced a $200 million common stock
repurchase program.

• TSMC announced that it is investing $320 million in a PV
solar module mfg line and a LED mfg line.

Mergers & Acquisitions

• Intel agreed to buy the wireless unit of Infineon
Technologies AG for $1.4 billion in cash, 

• Intel also acquired Texas Instruments’ cable modem
product line.

• ON Semiconductor is acquiring Sanyo Semiconductor, a
subsidiary of SANYO Electric, and other assets related to
SANYO Electric's semiconductor business, in a cash and
stock transaction valued at approximately $366 million. 

• NXP Semiconductors acquired Jennic, a leading developer
of low power RF solutions for wireless applications, for
$12.2 million plus a potential earnout worth $7.8 million. 

• Rudolph Technologies acquired MKS’ Yield Dynamics
software business.

• Veeco Instruments sold its Metrology business to Bruker
Corporation for $229 million in cash.

Management Changes

• Harmonic Inc. named Carolyn V. Aver as its new Chief
Financial Officer. Ms. Aver succeeds Robin Dickson, who
previously announced his plans to retire. 

• Kulicke & Soffa named Bruno Guilmart to replace C. Scott
Kulicke as CEO. The company also announced that it is
moving its headquarters to Singapore.

Equipment orders at highest level since “dot-com” era
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Systems/Storage

Business spending picking up slack of weakening consumer:
As evidenced by recent strong earnings released by bell-
wethers such as HP, Dell, Cisco, NetApp and IBM, invest-ment
by corporations to rectify underinvestment in aging IT
hardware and networking infrastructure over the past few
years remains largely intact. That said, near-term regional
seasonal factors (demand from Europe is always slow during
the Summer) coupled with typical corporate budget spending
cycles (pause before a 4th quarter budget flush) point 
to a probable slowing in momentum during the current 3Q.
Moderation in consumer driven spending could also be a
headwind through year-end putting somewhat of a damper
on a normally overall strong finish to the calendar year.

Printed Circuit Board Book-to-Bill
Fifteen consecutive months above parity

Strategic Updates

• Dell’s Streak mini-tablet, positioned as a challenger to
Apple’s iPad, made its U.S. debut.

• Dell reached a $100 million settlement with the SEC
following investigations into the company’s accounting and
financial reporting. In addition, chairman and CEO Michael
Dell has agreed to pay a $4 million penalty but will not
have to resign as an executive or board member.

• EMC announced that it was no longer planning to support
production usage of it’s Atmos Online cloud storage
service. 

• HP’s board authorized an additional $10 billion for share
repurchases. 

• HP also announced a $1 billion plan to invest in its
Enterprise Services business. The majority of the
investment will be dedicated to fully automated,
standardized, state-of-the-art commercial datacenters built
on HP’s converged infrastructure and operated by its
management software. 

• HP unveiled new TippingPoint security products intended to
enhance its networking presence and further the
company's Converged Infrastructure vision.

• HP reached a settlement with the U.S. Department of
Justice that resolves an investigation into alleged kickbacks
paid on Government contracts.

• Stratus Technologies is offering a $50,000 guarantee 
that customers of its fault-tolerant servers will suffer no
unplanned downtime with VMware vSphere 4 server
virtualization software within six months of installation.

• Former Brocade CEO Greg Reyes was sentenced to an 18-
month prison term and ordered to pay $15 million for his
role in stock options backdating. 

• Seagate announced the world’s first 3 Terabyte (TB)
external desktop drive.

• Apple launched a new Mac Pro model, adding quad-core
and 6-core Intel Xeon processors to the line of high-end
desktop machines that Apple last refreshed in early 2009.

• A manager at Apple has been indicted by a federal grand
jury in an alleged kickback scheme involving suppliers of
iPhone and iPod accessories. The manager is accused of
accepting more than $1 million in exchange for providing
confidential information to Apple suppliers in Asia.

• Asus plans to launch a $300 Linux based “pad device” or
tablet PC this fall that will target both commercial users
and non-commercial content consumers. Separately, a $35
touch screen tablet computer that looks like an iPad and
will run on the Linux operating system has been introduced
in India and should be in production by 2011.

• Flextronics is seeking a buyer for an auto parts plant in
Mor, Hungary,

• IBM, following its February launch of its midrange POWER7
servers, launched new high-end and entry-level models
targeted at a struggling Unix market.

• Hitachi is planning an IPO of its hard-drive unit in the
United States, possibly by year’s end,

Mergers & Acquisitions

• Dell acquired Scalent. Scalent’s software enables the
ability to rapidly provision new servers, rapidly deploy
virtualization technology from any number of vendors,
provide automatic high availability for servers, and build
cloud infrastructures. Dell also acquired Ocarina, which
specializes in storage optimization technology.

• EMC plans to acquire data warehouse technology provider
Greenplum.

• IBM acquired privately held Storwize. Storwize provides
real-time data compression technology to help clients
reduce physical storage requirements.
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Distribution Channels 

Channel continues to benefit from strength in components
and systems. Publically traded distributors continued to
report better than expected financial results for the June/July
ending quarter and conveyed an ongoing sense of cautious
optimism amid stronger than normal seasonal trends and
recovering corporate IT spending. 

SMB-focused solution providers still seeing sales surge.
Further down the distribution food chain, a survey of SMB-
focused solution providers recently attending the New
England Technology Show run by D&H Distributing shows
they are benefiting from an improved business and retail 
sales climate, demand for more complex solutions and
services, a server infrastructure and hardware refresh and a
rise in internet security related business. 

Strategic Updates

• IBM Global Financing announced a new financing offering
for U.S. business partners that sell IBM System x
equipment. The IBM System x Solution Financing offers 0%
financing over a three-year term for System x bundled with
software and services, either those offered by IBM or an
IBM Business Partner. 

• SMB spending on cloud computing will grow at a
compound annual rate of 13% and approach $100 billion
by 2014, according to recent research released by AMI
Partners. 

• SMB IT refresh alive and well. According to a recent
survey of 200 SMBs conducted by the NPD Group, more
than two out of three small and midsize organizations are
now using Windows 7 in production. Also, more than two
out of three SMBs surveyed said they plan to purchase PCs
in the next 12 months. 

• HP, Intel and Enomaly are collaborating to provide solution
providers an end-to-end cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) offering. The joint cloud platform offering is available
through HP’s channel.

• Avnet Technology Solutions and Ingram Micro have been
authorized by Cisco to configure the vendor's C-Series
blade servers, making it easier for channel partners to work
with Cisco’s UCS architecture.

• Cloud backup and disaster recovery provider Symform
announced the availability of version 2.0 of the Symform
Cooperative Storage Cloud. Symform counts nearly 1,000
reseller partners. 

• Microsoft released enhanced channel program tools, sales
support services and other resources to help channel
partners make the transition to become cloud service
providers.

• HP launched a program called EHReady designed to drive
adoption of electronic health records and related needs for
hospitals and physicians. 

• HP and Red Hat Inc. launched a portfolio of expanded
consulting services to help IT buyers more effectively
migrate from an existing Solaris/SPARC environment to one
powered by Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating on an HP
ProLiant x86 server. 

• Arrow Enterprise Computing Solutions has launched a
portfolio of cloud computing services under its recently-
announced professional services business unit. The cloud
offerings include datacenter monitoring and management,
security- and software-as-a-service, infrastructure-as-a-
service and business continuity and disaster recovery. 

• Google updated its Google Apps Migration for Microsoft
Exchange, making it easier for solution providers to move
clients into the cloud.

• Solution providers Technology Integration Group (TIG) and
FusionStorm have reached an out-of-court settlement in 
a case where a California Superior Court jury found Fusion-
Storm liable for misappropriation of trade secrets, breach
of fiduciary duty and breach of loyalty. FusionStorm will
pay TIG nearly $11.0 million to resolve the case. 

Mergers and Acquisitions

• NTT acquired Dimension Data for $3.2 billion cash.
• Avnet acquired Australian based valued-added distributor

itX Group Limited (itX) for $69.2m cash. 

Management Changes

• Allison Watson, corporate vice president of the Microsoft
Worldwide Partner Group, will take over as corporate vice
president of the Business & Marketing Organization in the
U.S. Jon Roskill, who previously held this role, will take 
over Watson’s role as Microsoft’s worldwide channel chief. 

• Ingram Micro VP of Services Justin Crotty is leaving the
company for a position as senior vice president and
general manager of NetEnrich, which hosts Ingram Micro's
Seismic Global Network Operations. Ingram COO Alain
Monie has also resigned to become CEO of an Asian-based
multinational industrial company. 

• EMC channel chief Kristian Thyregod has left the company.
• Cisco announced that Edison Peres, senior vice president,

worldwide channels go-to-market, will become senior vice
president, worldwide channels.

• Trend Micro named Steve Mungall as its new vice president
of U.S. channel sales. 

• SAP named Kevin Gilroy SVP of SME, SAP America.
• Avnet Technology Solutions named Steve Kedzior its first

vice president and general manage of services. 
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Business Services/ 
Financial Technology

Consumers beginning to dip toe into the credit waters.
Recent operating statistics from both Visa and MasterCard
continue to show a pattern of growth in U.S. debit coupled
with much more modest albeit slightly improving growth 
in credit. During the second calendar quarter of 2010, Visa
posted strong U.S. debit payment charge volume of $265
billion, up 20.5% year-over-year. Visa debit payment
transaction volumes were 7.2 billion, up 19.4% year-over-year.
Visa credit payment volume in the U.S. rose a robust 5.9% to
$204 billion, while the number of credit transactions increased
2.9% to 2.35 billion. During the same quarter, MasterCard
reported that U.S. debit purchase volume of $82 billion and
debit payment transaction volume at 2.1 billion were both
essentially flat year-over-year despite the loss of several debit
contracts. MasterCard U.S. credit card purchase volume
showed modest year-over-year growth of 1.1% to $121 billion
while the number of credit transactions declined 1.5%. 

Regulatory update: In late June a House-Senate panel
agreed to include in final reform legislation a modification to
Sen. Dick Durbin’s amendment creating the first U.S.
regulation of interchange fees. The final version of the
amendment specifies that the Federal Reserve cannot
regulate network fees, but only the debit-card fees that banks
charge retailers and merchants. Visa and MasterCard
accounted for 91 percent of global credit-and debit-card
purchase transactions in 2009 while merchants last year paid
$19.7 billion in fees tied to debit transactions processed by the
two networks, with more than half that amount paid to banks
as interchange fees. The modification states that the Fed 
can't regulate network fees, which are fees that Visa and
MasterCard charge and keep for themselves. The Fed would
only have power over these fees to make sure they aren’t
used to get around interchange-fee regulation. Another
provision in the final bill allows the Federal Reserve to adjust
interchange fees upward if card-issuing banks can show 
that an increase is needed to cover fraud-prevention costs.

Strategic Updates

• AT&T and Verizon Wireless are planning a venture
intended to displace credit and debit cards with
smartphones. The partnership, which also includes
Deutsche Telekom’s T-Mobile USA, may work with
Discover Financial Services and Barclays to test a system
in a few U.S. cities that would let consumers pay with 
the wave of a smartphone. The service, similar to those

available in Japan, Turkey and the U.K., would use
contactless technology to complete purchases in stores.
The purchases would be processed through Discover’s
payments network, while Barclays would help to manage
the accounts. 

• Fidelity National expects to purchase approximately 86.2
million shares of its common stock for a total cost of
approximately $2.5 billion.

• Heartland Payment Systems confirmed with the U.S.
Secret Service that it is not a target in the investigation of
data theft at one Austin, Texas-area restaurant. 

• Global Cash Access Holdings said that a federal antitrust
lawsuit filed by Sightline Payments LLC has been dismissed.

• A lawsuit, naming Cardtronics USA was filed in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Delaware, alleging that 
the company and other defendants infringed on certain of 
the plaintiff's patents by providing retail transactions to
consumers through ATMs.

Mergers and Acquisitions

• Aon Corp. acquired Hewitt Associates Inc. in a cash-and-
stock deal valued at about $4.9 billion.

• MasterCard acquired U.K.-based DataCash Group for
$520 million cash.

• BancTec acquired Beta Systems ECM Solutions GmbH, a
subsidiary of Berlin-based Beta Systems Software AG. 

• ADP acquired Massachusetts-based Workscape.
• Computer Sciences acquired privately held Bass & Co.
• Broadridge Financial Solutions acquired NewRiver Inc.,

for approximately $77 million.
• Coinstar sold its money transfer business to Sigue Corp.

for $41.5 million.

Management Changes

• Crawford & Co. elected Harsha Agadi a board member.
• Tier Technologies appointed Alex Hart president and CEO.

Tier also announced that COO Nina Vellayan has left the
company. 

• SS&C Technologies appointed Peter Kassar in its London-
based performance and risk products group as a
managing consultant.

• Convergys said Zoë Baird resigned from the board,
effective Sept. 1, for personal reasons.



Technology Financings 

Window still open, just not as wide. Throughout the year
and into early August, Technology companies had been
taking advantage of falling risk premiums on corporate debt
coupled with an open capital markets window and in
particular an accommodating high yield bond market that
allowed issuers to opportunistically refinance upcoming debt
maturities, complete IPOs etc. However, disappointing
economic data combined with equity market weakness
throughout much of August has led to a reduction in investor
appetite for risk and modest weakening in the secondary high
yield market. These factors, coupled with a typical end of
summer thinning of the calendar, has put a damper on new
issuance heading into September. Outside of the loan market,
which has been fueled by the re-emergence of private equity
activity throughout 2010, tech company financing activity in
most other markets will need a big 4th quarter finish in order
to top 2009 volumes.

Notable recent financings include the following:

• Savvis, Inc. closed on a $625 million senior secured facility
consisting of a $550 million term loan at Libor + 500bps,
and a $75 million revolver at L+ 475bps.

• IntraLinks Holdings priced its IPO of 11 million shares at
$13 per share.

• DST Systems completed a $370M private placement of Sr.
notes with maturities ranging from 2015-2020.

• Cardtronics priced $200 million of Sr. subordinated notes
due 2018 with a coupon rate of 8 1/4%. 

• Alliance Data Systems completed a new term financing
facility of $221 million at L+250bps.

• Blackboard Inc. closed on a new $175 million five-year
senior secured revolving credit facility.

• Advanced Micro Devices issued a privately placed $500
million 10-year bond with a coupon of 7.75%.

• Nu Horizons Electronics Corp. closed on an $80 million
four-year asset-based loan.

• Allscripts completed a $570 million credit facility priced at
L+300bps.

• Vertafore Inc. completed a $625 million credit facility
related to the company’s $1.4B buyout by TPG.

• Symform closed a $4 million round of venture capital
financing led by Longworth Venture Partners. 

• Interactive Data completed a $1.46 billion Sr. secured
credit facility with pricing on the $1.3 billion term loan at
L+500 basis points,

• Fidelity National Information Services closed on a $1.5
billion six-year term loan B priced at L+375.

• Oracle priced $3.25 billion in new unsecured notes. 
• Vision Solutions completed a $255 million credit facility at

L+600 and OID of 96.

Tech & Electronics Global Loan Issuance
Private equity has re-emerged

Tech & Electronics Global High Yield Issuance ($Billions)
Large OEMs such as IBM, Oracle, Sandisk and Microsoft have
recently completed $1 billion+ offerings

Tech & Electronics Global Equity Issuance
IPOs making a strong comeback in 2010 despite volatility in
equity markets.
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Industry Technology Conference Calendar
Date Event Location
Sept. 14-17, 2010 IMTS 2010 Industry & Technology Conference Chicago, IL (McCormick Place)
Sept. 19-22, 2010 Midsize Enterprise Summit West San Antonio, TX (Marriott)
Sept. 27-30, 2010 Web 2.0 Expo New York New York, NY (Javitz Center)
Sept. 28-30, 2010 PCB West Santa Clara, CA (Convention Ctr.)
Oct 5-8, 2010 CTIA-Wireless IT & Entertainment San Francisco, CA (Moscone)
Oct 17-22, 2010 CEA – Industry Forum San Francisco, CA (Fairmont)
Oct 18-22, 2010 Interop New York, NY (Javitz Center)
Nov 14-16, 2010 Healthcare IT Summit Wash. D.C. (Gaylord Conv. Ctr.)
Jan 27-29, 2011 Macworld Expo San Francisco, CA (Moscone)
Feb 1, 2011 Print & Imaging Summit Miami, FL (Doral Golf Resort)

Industry Investor Conference Calendar
Date Event Location
Sept 7-8, 2010 Citigroup Global Technology Conference New York, NY (Marquis Marriott)
Sep 14-16, 2010 Deutsche Bank Securities Technology Conference San Francisco, CA (The Westin)
Nov 9, 2010 Goldman Sachs Data Center Techtonics New York, NY (GS Conf. Center)
Nov 9-10, 2010 Wells Fargo Tech, Media, Telecom Conference New York, NY (Palace Hotel)
Nov 29, 2010 Credit Suisse Technology Conference Phoenix, AZ

Nearly $13 Billion in Commitments Across the Value Chain*
*GE Capital (America) as of 12/31/09

$4.7 bil

Software &
Services

$6.1 bil

Systems &
Storage

$0.8 bil

Semiconductors &
Equipment

$1.1 bil

VARs &
Distribution
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Mission
To help strategic GE Capital customers and prospects 
address their unique business challenges and 
opportunities by leveraging the many tools and 
learnings within GE in order to drive mutual growth.

Overview
Access GE is a value-added service through which GE 
Capital shares tools, resources, insights and learnings 
to help customers tackle some of their most pressing 
business challenges. As part of GE, a world-renowned 
industrial company, we have faced many of the same 
issues as our customers, and we have developed proven 
methodologies for solving these tough challenges.

Our engagements can vary from best practice sharing 
sessions and customized workshops to extended 
coaching sessions that may continue for several months. 
We also share market, business and industry insights 
in person and through our premium website, 
GEatwork.com. Finally, we offer customer programs 
in cities globally. These programs enable business 
leaders and CFOs to understand current trends and 
opportunities and interface with colleagues, their peers 
and GE business leaders.

The program may also be called At the Customer, For the 
Customer (ACFC) because some engagements take place 
at the customer’s place of business.

Established
2000

Number of engagements
More than 7,000

Customers serviced
More than 5,000 companies and private equity 
sponsors globally

Key engagements
Two engagements that are currently being 
featured in our 2010 advertising campaign 
are AMCOL International and Teradata Corporation

Services offered
Our services are focused around these core areas:

Macro-drivers and economic conditions
Revenue growth
Cost-out strategies and tools
Industry and market insights, trends and fundamentals
Leadership, people and operating processes

Contact
Karen A. Dougherty
GE Capital Customer Growth & Access GE Leader
1.203.229.1443
karena.dougherty@ge.com

GE Capital

Access GE
See what’s inside



Disclaimer: Although General Electric Capital Corporation (“GE”) believes that the information contained in this newsletter has been obtained from and is based upon sources GE
believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. GE makes no representation or warranties of any kind whatsoever in respect of such
information. GE accepts no liability of any kind for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this newsletter. This newsletter is not to be relied upon in substitution for the
exercise of your independent judgment or legal advice. 

GE Capital Industry Team

RESEARCH ANALYSTS

Michael Zimm, CFA
Technology & Business Services
Aerospace & Defense
646-428-7015

Richard Aldrich, CFA
Chemicals & Plastics
Metals & Mining
Auto & Auto Parts
646-428-7365

Scott Cohen
Consumer/Leisure Products
Media, Communications & Entertainment
646-428-7242

Jeffrey Englander, CFA
Healthcare
Industrial Products & Services
646-428-7135

Kimberly Savilonis, Garrick Go, Lauren Miliken
Franchise
408-563-6289, 6227, 6246

Loren Trotta
Food, Beverage & Agribusiness
Financial Services
203-229-1877

Serena Tse
Construction
Transportation
646-428-7249

Sign up to get GE Capital Industry Research Monitors emailed to you at: gelending.com/IRM
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Notable Quote: “There was 5 Exabyte’s (1018) of
information created between the dawn of civilization
through 2003. But that much information is now
created every 2 days … and the pace is increasing.”
Eric Schmidt, Google

http://www.gelending.com/IRM

